ABSTRACT Intelligent travel guide systems have grown increasingly popular in recent years. They also benefit a lot from the development of social media, resulting in a large amount of attractions uploaded by users. To tackle this, attractions should be real time classified by user-generated photos automatically to gain better user experience. However, in practice, the given label of photos and text ratings may be incomplete or missing. Moreover, recently, domain adaptation has been applied to deal with few labeled data. Thus, in this paper, we propose a novel framework for automatically attraction classification in leveraging web-harvesting data from search engine and the photos of attractions uploaded by users. Specifically, we assume that top-k web-harvesting images from search engines have correct labels. The classification problem is formulated as a regularized domain adaptation approach. Experiments conducted on the collected real-world data set demonstrated that the promising performance is gained over state-of-the art classification methods.
I. INTRODUCTION
With the prosperity of Internet in recent years, travelers would like to collect travel-related information from tourism websites to save time and effort. Due to the developing Web 3.0, the websites allow users to upload generated information and add new discovered attractions so that users can easily share travel information anytime. When a tourist wishes to view the photos of historical attractions in his visiting city, it would be nice to show him all historical places. Thus, it would be better if the travel website can classify the attractions on semanticlevel automatically. But employing human to label attractions is a waste of time and money. Moreover, human labeling cannot realize real-time processing, while users uploading new attractions anytime. Consequently, automatic attraction classification attracts more attention in intelligent travel systems. In addition, users can write what they feel, so text information could not always reflect the information of the attractions correctly. Figure 1 gives an example: the style of attraction does not show in the description of the text, but the photos of attractions can present the style. Thus, usergenerated photos of the attractions would be a great help to classify the attractions on semantic-level intuitively. But usergenerated photos contain noisy data for lack of abundant label data, so automatic attraction classification remains an open problem to enhance tourism intelligence.
For now, little work has been done in automatic attraction classification on semantic level. In contrast, similar works, such as object detection [1] , [2] , scene recognition [3] , [4] and event detection [5] , [6] , are hot topics from which we can get inspirations in automatic attraction classification. Compared with these similar works, automatic attraction classification is more complex that attraction has been represented by rich yet redundant photos. Consequently, as shown in figure 1 , it is more challenging for several reasons. First of all, it is inter-class similarity that different styles may have the similar representations. For instance, they may have trees, bushes, lawns and flowers in the park or garden. As a result, it is difficult to distinguish the inter-class similar attractions. Another problem is the intra-class viability that an attraction has multiple manifestations in different seasons. In addition, semantic diversity should be focused on the same style of various attractions. For instance, Tiananmen in China and triumphal arch in France are both historical attractions, but they are in different countries with different representations respectively. Besides, the photos of attractions are user-generated which have illumination changes and angle changes to increase the difficulty for attraction classification. In order to automatically estimate the styles of attractions in traditional machine learning [7] , researchers have to label images manually for ever-changing attractions and lots of user-generated photos. In reality, there is lack of abundant label data, so automatic attraction classification remains an open problem to enhance tourism intelligence. It is a good way to release the trivial process of labeling training data in different attractions with the aid of the edited and selected web-photos. It springs from the idea of domain adaptation [8] , [9] that can solve the major task of using reasonable data in different domains in a single task. It bridges the gap between source and target domains, so that the task in target domain can be assisted in completing by source domain. In consequence, web-photos will fall into source domain for attraction classification, instead of only learning from user-generated photos.
Hence, we proposed a novel framework that can solve the mentioned problems by leveraging a large amount of labeled web images and user-generated photos. The main contributions are as follows,
• We propose a novel automatic attraction classification framework for intelligent travel guide system.
• We present a regularized domain adaptation approach (R-DA) which not only handles the mismatch between different domains, but also strengthens the constraints of similar instances to decrease noises.
• By learning a robust classifier with labeled data from both web-source and target domains, R-DA can be successfully used for attraction classification. The rest of our paper is organized as follows. Recent related works on attraction analysis and domain adaptation are reviewed in Section 2. Section 3 illustrates the framework of automatic attraction classification. Then, data preprocessing, R-DA method, and attraction classification are also introduced respectively in this section. Section 4 presents the experimental results. And conclusion and future work are drawn in section 5.
II. RELATED WORK A. ATTRACTION ANALYSIS
Most of travel related researches focus on the analysis of attractions, including attraction detection, attraction multiview representation, and attraction ranking. Attraction detection is utilized geo-information to detect whether an attraction is existing, and tags of photos are employed to determine the name of the attraction. There are different aspects of attractions for representation. Visual features [10] can be used to cluster or classify to represent visual appearance of attractions to get multi-view representation of an attraction. Most researches mine knowledge from heterogeneous crossdomain information, such as text, images or user ratings, which can get multiple representations of attractions. In [11] , photos and tags are used to cluster the photos for selecting representative images of an attraction. In [12] , they extracted knowledge from overviews to represent tags of attractions. In [13] , latent topics are mined from travelogues to give topic distributions of attractions. Simon [14] employed photos uploaded by travelers to generate rich representations of attractions. Also, using a corpus of diversified and representative photos, Rudinac et al. [15] created an attraction appearance with summarized visual views.
Attraction ranking is proposed and concentrates on ranking the photos of attractions to generate diverse views. In [11] , representative views of attractions are extracted by clustering user-generated photos with visual features, and then photos are ranked to represent attractions on the basis of initial search results. Similarly, a table of content in [16] is created as a summary of attractions by ranking the photos. In order to get the images diversified, a system named DMLSearch [17] reranked the photos for high visual quality. Furthermore, attraction can be ranked based on the attraction unit. Usergenerated travel information, such as reviews and ratings, are utilized for determining the popularity of attractions and attractions are recommended to travelers. In addition, personalized travel recommendation systems are proposed by taking advantage of geo-tagged travel information and user-context to rerank popular attractions, such as [18] .
As we know, most studies focus on low-level feature of travel information for attraction representation and attraction ranking. However, little work has been done on semanticlevel analysis for attraction classification for lack of labeled data. It is well known that there is rich knowledge from web resources, thus it is better to make use of knowledge for attraction classification in smart travel guide systems. However, there is scarcely existing studies on semantic-level attraction classification.
B. DOMAIN ADAPTATION
Generally, traditional classification models, where training data and testing data share the same feature space and distribution, try their best to fit the testing data with the training data. However, there are different distributions between training and testing data in real situations. Thus, in order to mitigate different distributions, domain adaptation methods can be adopted. Existing domain adaptation approaches are divided into three types on account of what to transfer. The first kind of domain adaptation is parameter transfer, which shares the parameter or prior distribution. Evgeniou et al. [19] focused on transferring the parameter in SVM under the regularization framework. Methods of second kind focus on instance-based domain adaptation. The methods assume that the most desirable samples in source domain can be adopted in training model which are selected by calculating the weights of samples. In [20] , they present a cluserbased weight estimation domain adaptation and samples in each cluster are given weights. Axelrod et al. [21] proposed a method to seek for related samples in source domain to train the model which can improve the accuracy in target domain. Instance-based domain adaptation is efficient for high similarity between source and target samples. For finding the intersection of two domains in instanceClevel difficultly, feature-based domain adaptation appears to learn the model at feature-level for finding the common feature or latent similar feature spaces. There are two categories in feature-based domain adaptation. For one kind, the methods reduce the variation in two domains by removing or punishing unrelated features. Shen et al. [29] proposed to select sub-feature to make the difference in two domains declined for performance well in classification. In [22] , motivated by Maximum Mean Discrepancy (MMD), feature transformation is implemented by minimizing MMD between two distributions. MMD is improved by [23] for domain adaptation by projecting data of two domains into a common low-dimensional latent space. In [24] , a projected MMD distance measure is defined to calculate the distribution distance under a specific projection. To tackle the problem of domain adaptation, researches focus on maximizing a classification margin, while the distance of two distributions should be minimized under the regularization framework. In our work, we follow this intuitive idea of employing MMD in reproducing kernel Hilbert space (RKHS) for attraction classification.
III. AUTOMATIC ATTRACTION CLASSIFICATION
This section describes our novel framework and the attraction classification problem.
A. FRAMEWORK
The core issue of automatically attraction classification is harvesting auxiliary source on the web as labeled data. By searching the web-source by the keywords of attraction style, the search engine can provide loosely labeled photos as training data. It is assumed that the feedback web photos have been progressed by search engine. Thus, the photos are closely related to the query word which can be regarded as positive labeled data. However, for attraction classification, there is a practical problem that the source domain has various kinds of data with the same label. For instance, given a query historical, search engine can feedback photos related to various attractions (e.g. Tiananmen in China, triumphal arch in France). Another problem is that the noisy user-generated photos make it more difficult to match the data in source domain. Figure 3 intuitively shows that data in target domain is one kind of source data with large intra-class variations and target domain also has noisy data. Thus, we have to solve the revealed problems in our method: 1) we should minimize the mismatch of the distributions between UGC domain and web domain, 2) we need decrease influences of social noisy. Based on above requirements, the main goal of our work is to learn a more accurate classifier from source and target domain that can predict the unlabeled target data.
A novel framework is proposed for automatically attraction classification in our paper, as shown in figure 2. First, usergenerated photos of attractions can be crawled from travel websites. There is lack of labeled data for classification, so a set of web photos are collected by attraction-style queries from web search engine. Second, both of photos from two domains are preprocessed to eliminate the noisy influence, and features are extracted for dimensionality reduction. Then, attraction classification approach is proposed by leveraging auxiliary web source and user-generated photos of attraction. To tackle domain mismatch and social noisy, regularization is introduced to train a robust classifier. Finally, the style of image set in an attraction is determined by the voting strategy which can easily to extent to multi-source domains.
B. PROBLEM DEFINITION
Suppose that we have an attraction A i to be classified when given a set of user-generated photos about this attraction. The set of photos can represent the attractions so that the attraction style can be determined by the style of photos. User-generated photos of attraction A i are regarded as target source in target domain D T . While, web sources collected from search engine are considered in source domain D S . The source data and target data are assumed that they have the same categories, but they are distributed in different domains. Thus, domain D consists of two parts, feature space X and marginal probability distribution P. In given source domain D S , domain adaptation aims to learn knowledge of source domain to help the learning task of target domain, where D S = D T and P S = P T . Then, web sources collected from source domain are taken into consideration. And a photo in source domain is denoted as x S i with the label of y S i . We define 
nl ) , and nl is the labeled number in target domain. We also represented the unlabeled instances as
, where nu is the number of unlabeled data and nt = nu + nl is the number of instances in target domain. The kernel function φ(·) maps the instances to the reproducing kernel Hilbert space (RKHS).
In addition, Table 1 shows the notations and definitions of elements.
C. DATA PREPROCESSING 1) FEATURE EXTRACTION
In our paper, several features are employed to represent the images in different domains. Each type of visual feature can be adopted in different modules to help attraction classification. The employed features are as follows:
a: COLOR MOMENT [25] Color moment represents the spatial color distributions of images, where the dimensionality of the block-wise moment is 255.
b: GIST DESCRIPTOR [26] The GIST descriptor is regarded as a description of an image scene. Each image is divided into 4 * 4 regions, and Gabor filters, that adopts four orientations and 8 scales of each orientation, build the gist descriptor. The dimensionality of GIST descriptor is 512.
c: SIFT DESCRIPTOR [27] Scale Invariant Feature Transform (SIFT) is employed to solve the problem of object scaling and rotation. Thus, we extract SIFT descriptor from 16 * 16 sized image patches and 1024 − demensional visual words is constructed using k-means.
2) DATA CLEANING a: TARGET DOMAIN
Users are free to edit, share and upload their tourism photos, so that it contains redundant data. Thus, when collecting the photos of an attraction, we only collect the photos with geo-tag to avoid noise. The geo-tag information (latitude, longitude) of the image I j in target are denoted as (gx j , gy j ). Geoclustering [28] is performed using the geo-tag information to eliminate the photos beyond the effective radius r g , which is calculated as follows:
where the latitude and longitude of current attraction is denoted as (gx A , gy A ). The image is selected if d geo (I i ) < r g .
b: SOURCE DOMAIN
The web-sources crawled by style-related query word can be utilized for attraction classification. However, because of the semantic gap between visual and textual information, websources contain redundant and duplicate data. To alleviate the influence, visual reranking [29] and image quality assessment [30] , [31] are employed to make up for the defects of current search engines. Furthermore, top k images are employed as visual relevant ones in source domain.
D. REGULARIZED DOMAIN ADAPTATION MODEL 1) PRELIMINARIES a: SVM
As a classification problem, our approach calls for a highperformance classifier. Since SVM [32] has undergone a lot of progress under the applications of classification, test data x is labeled by linear decision function f (x) = ω T ϕ(x), where ω is the parameter of hyper plane. For the non-linearly inseparable problem, it adopted kernel function K (., .) = φ(·), φ(·) for non-linear transform, and changed the sample space into feature space to become linear separable. In our VOLUME 5, 2017 case, the problem takes the following SVM-form as to learn a decision function f :
where (x i , y i ), i = 1, . . . , l are a set of labeled instances, V represents the loss function. Here, we adopted the hinge loss as loss function and the problem is formulated as,
where l is the number of labeled instances and we aim to learn an optimal margin for classification. Aim to restrict the function f to have similar values for similar instance, Laplacian regularization is introduced to SVM. The optimization can be represented by, 
which reflects that in RKHS, the distribution difference is equivalent to the difference of samples mean.
2) OUR APPROACH
To leverage domain adaptation and social noise, the optimization problem can be intergrated as in a unique SVM framework.
a: DOMAIN ADAPTATION
In view of domain adaptation, MMD can solve the distribution mismatch between UGC in target domain and web images in source domain. Projected maximum mean discrepancy distance measure (p-MMD) is well optimal to fit the decision boundary when evaluated on target domain. A given projection − → ω is introduced in squared p-MMD to measure the two distributions, which can be expressed as:
b: SOCIAL NOISE
Manifold regularization [33] is introduced to projected MMD distance measure [24] and diversified distance measure between different domains under a given projection, which can be shown as,
Finally, the styles of images in an attraction can be determined in the proposed classification method with regularized domain adaption,
Then, the general optimization [33] is employed to solve the problem.
E. DISCUSSION
As we known, only one source cannot provide enough auxiliary information for attraction classification due to the unsatisfied performance of search engine. Consequently, crowd source should be collected from different search engines which are famous on the Internet to make the auxiliary information more accurately. Since different engines have different retrieval strategies and data source, we should integrate multi-source to enhance the accuracy with strategy layer fusion. Each individual source domain can classify the target images. Then, voting mechanism should be adopted to refine the results. That is to say, if one image in target domain has more votes on one attraction style, the image belongs to this attraction style.
IV. EXPERIMENTS A. DATASET
We build an attraction style dataset including web-photos of auxiliary domain and user-generated photos of target domain. Six attraction styles are selected for the experiments, such as Cultural relics, Natural scenery, Architecture, Mountain, Parks and Garden. In auxiliary data, related keywords are used to collect web source from search engine. Top 300 photos from Baidu and Google are collected as source data respectively. Then, 150 photos are employed as source data after re-ranking. In target domain, 30 attractions are selected covering the proposed six styles and the average style has 5 attractions. User-generated photos of attractions are crawled from Flickr as target domain and 300 photos are downloaded in each attraction. After data cleaning, 100 photos in each attraction are adopted in our experiments. The images from the search engine are crawled by query word, which may belong to any attraction. Meanwhile, the images from Flickr as target domain are collected by the name of attraction that the images belongs to the special attraction. Consequently, the data collection is well suited for the problem of domain adaptation.
B. EVALUATION METRIC
Each experiment is performed 5 times and precision is taken as the evaluation criteria, defined as,
where N c is the number of correctly classified images, and N all is the total number of photos classified in one style. The mean average precision is evaluated as the following equation,
where Q is the number of execution times and q is the q − th execution time. An effective experimental environment is set up that all experiments are performed on a computer with a 3.2GHZ CPU and 8GB memory.
C. COMPARISONS
Our method is proposed for attraction classification and it is compared with other baseline methods, including SVM [32] , laplican-SVM [33] , and adaptive SVM [21] . From the point of labeled data, it contains two situations to detect attraction style in our experiments: 1) only used labeled data in source domain, 2) labeled in both source and target domains. Accordingly, SVM using source-domain data is denoted as SVM-S. And SVM S∪T denotes that the classifier is learnt from both labeled source and target data. Laplican SVM is trained as one baseline with different domain of labeled data, including L-SVM S (source domain only), and L-SVM S∪T (both source and target domains). We also reports the results of adaptive SVM(A-SVM) which uses MMD criterion to measure the distance of two domains. Hence, we compare our method with the performance of SVM, L-SVM and A-SVM in different labeled data. Table 2 shows the precision achieved by the proposed method and compared methods. The precision is measured as the average of the mean precision rate per class. In our work, all web-photos are employed as training data. Moreover, 5 photos from target domain are labeled in each category and the other photos in target domain are considered as test data.
D. ATTRACTION CLASSIFICATION PERFORMANCE 1) PRECISION OF ATTRACTION CLASSIFICATION BASED ON IMAGE UNIT
To guarantee the consistency of data distribution, the labeled data in target domain should be randomly selected five times to do experiments.In table 2, it can be seen that our method has better performance in different data domain. We get the following conclusions: Otherwise, if the photos in two domains have little correlation, the precision of classification would not increase but decline. 4) By observing the list of L-SVM A , L-SVM T and L-SVM A∪T , they are superior to the methods based on SVM. Because SVM do utilize directly the labeled data for supervised learning and ignores the relations between similar instances. In the case of diverse social data, laplacian SVM can improve the accuracy of classification. 5) By observing the lists of A-SVM, the results of classification are better than SVM-based classifiers, because A-SVM takes the adaptation of different domains into consideration. Particularly, precision of A-SVM is higher than that of SVM A∪T , since domain adaptation can not only learn the knowledge of source domain, but also make the target data take a leading role in training the classifier. From the observation, it can be seen that our method has better performance, which uses labeled data in auxiliary and target domains. Our method takes advantages of laplacian SVM and domain adaption, and the precision is higher than VOLUME 5, 2017 the other two frameworks. It fits well for the characteristics of our tourism applications, which can not only exploit the source data, but also solve the diversity of social data.
2) EFFECTS ON THE VARIATION OF THE NUMBER OF LABELED DATA
The following study shows that how the performances of classification frameworks is affected by the proliferation of target training data. When the number of auxiliary domain is 150 and the number of training auxiliary data is varying from 0 to 20, the performances of SVM, L-SVM, A-SVM and our method are shown in figure 4 . As shown in figure 4 , it concludes that the performances of all methods are very low by solely using auxiliary data, and the precisions are improved by adding target training data. It is interesting that the lower the ration between labeled auxiliary and target data is, the higher the precision is. Moreover, the precision of SVM A∪T is lower than SVM T , which indicates that different distributions of data can influence the precision of classification. As the number of labeled target data increases, the quantity of knowledge from target domain is increasing. Thus, the classification accuracy of SVM and L-SVM is on rise and it seems to be stable when the number of labeled data goes up to some extent. It is obvious that domain adaptation has great effects on A-SVM and our method, when the labeled target number increases from 0. If the number continues to rise, the accuracies of A-SVM and our method are similar to SVM and L-SVM. But if the number increases to a particular point, traditional learning methods perform better than domain adaptation. That is because that source domain contains the useful information for learning a good classifier, but it also contains noisy data. When the target labeled data is not enough to support the classifier, the adaptive information from source domain can help for the classifier. However, when the target labeled data is strong enough to obtain a good classifier, the noise in source domain will cause a reaction, so the accuracy of domain adaptation is lower than traditional machine learning. However, in reality, to label enough target data for a good classifier would be probably expensive. Thus, 10 images should be labeled for trade-offs and compromise.
3) PARAMETER SETTING
In this experiment, the impact of the parameters in our model are verified in terms of classification accuracy. Here, we investigated the performance of our method with different parameters.
a: PARAMETER µ
We discuss the influence of the variation of µ on the precision of classification, as shown in figure 5 . Concrete analysis is as follows, firstly, with the increases in µ, different styles have different performances. We can obtain that the precisions of ''cultural'' and ''natural scenery'' are less than 50%. As the value of µ increases, the classification accuracy falls. It indicates that the relations between source and target domains reflect the effects of domain adaptation. The images related to the style ''cultural relics'' have various representations so that the knowledge transferred to target domain contains too much noise. It influences the effects of domain adaption and cannot achieve success to learn a good classifier. The other two styles in figure 5 , show that the accuracy improves when µ increases, and then becomes stable. In the styles of ''Architecture'' and ''Parks'', they are not significantly correlated with target domain, the classification accuracy first rises then falls with the increasing µ. 
b: PARAMETER C
The value of the parameter, shown in figure 6, changes from 1 to 100 which can reflect the effects of the regularization of social diversity. As value of C increases from 0 to 20, the classification accuracy continues to enhance. The regular makes use of labeled information to train the classifier, in order to tackle the mass of target data and ensure the performance. Similarly, ''Cultural relics'' and ''Natural scenery'' do not achieve a higher accuracy that because of the diverse representation of specific attraction. But if C increases, the accuracy is higher which can tackle the defects of irrelevances in different domains.
4) PRECISION OF ATTRACTION CLASSIFICATION BASED ON ATTRACTION UNIT
The ratio of images to detect the attraction style is reported in these experiments, as shown in figure 7 . When the T s gets larger, the curve gets from low to high and then increases gently. It shows the precision of attraction classification performs well when T s equals to 0.65.
5) VISUAL EXAMPLES
Two visual examples are given to show the attraction style detection based on images. All the examples are under the same condition that target data gives 5 typical labeled images after near-duplicate elimination. In figure 8 , it shows attraction style of Marina Bay in Singapore. As Architecture for instance, the source domain shows 5 representative photos. Based on domain adaptation, labeled source data can assist in learning a robust classifier without labeling large training data in target domain. The right classified images can be shown that diverse views of the attraction can be considered as one style. The listed wrong images are not very related to the attraction, because the user-generated photos are full of noise. But it cannot influence our framework of attraction style detection. In figure 8 , Bushy Park is one of the nature scenery parks with various kinds of source labeled images. The wrong classified images have other saliency object instead of the views of parks. But the ratio of right classified images can detect the style of attraction. In figure 9 , shows 10 attractions with each representative photos with the same style in different countries. From the examples, we draw a conclusion that our method can achieve a better performance.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have proposed a novel attraction classification framework for social user-generated photos by harvesting labeled web resources. Specifically, a novel domain adaptation method is proposed to fit tourism attraction classification. The principle idea is to learn a robust domain adaptive classification that can classify unlabeled photos by mining knowledge from web-resources. Our method outperforms the state of the art on the real tourism data and consistently improves classification accuracy.
There are still several open problems for future work. First, it would be a promising topic for multi-view domain adaptation in attraction style classfication. Second, in our work, we use image-style to determine the attraction style. Attraction can be represented by a unified feature by fusing image set. Third, online text from Wikipedia and video from Youtube are also well organized web resources that can be leveraged in domain adaptive attraction style classification. 
